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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You are creating an app that connects to Microsoft Dataverse on a nightly basis. You plan to integrate the app with an
external system. 

The application must not authenticate by using a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) user account. 

You need to enable the application to authenticate to Dataverse. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Register the application in Azure AD with appropriate permissions. 
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App registration in Azure Active Directory is typically done by ISVs who want to develop external client applications to
read and write data in Dataverse. Registering an app in Azure Active Directory provides you with Application ID and 

Redirect URI values that ISVs can use in their client application\\'s authentication code. 

Step 2: Use the Azure AD application id and secret as credentials in the application. 

Add credentials 

Credentials are used by confidential client applications that access a web API. Examples of confidential clients are web
apps, other web APIs, or service-type and daemon-type applications. Credentials allow your application to authenticate
as 

itself, requiring no interaction from a user at runtime. 

You can add both certificates and client secrets (a string) as credentials to your confidential client app registration. 

Step 3: Create the application user in Dataverse using the Application User form. 

App registration can also be done by an application developer or individual user who is building a client application to
connect to and read/write data in Dataverse. Use the Application ID and Redirect URI values from your registered app
in 

your client application\\'s authentication code to be able to connect to Dataverse environment from your client
application, and perform the required operations. Note that if the app is registered in the same tenant as your
Dataverse 

environment, you won\\'t be presented with a consent form when connecting from your client application to your
Dataverse environment. 

Note: When end users use the ISV\\'s application for the first time to connect to their Dataverse environment by
providing their Dataverse credentials, a consent form is presented to the end user. After consenting to use their
Dataverse account 

with the ISV\\'s application, end users can connect to Dataverse environment from external application. The consent
form is not displayed again to other users after the first user who has already consented to use the ISV\\'s app. Apps
registered 

in Azure Active Directory are multi-tenant, which implies that other Dataverse users from other tenant can connect to
their environment using the ISV\\'s app. 

Step 4: Assign a security role to the application user in Dataverse 

Grant access to users that already have a Dynamics 365 license 

Any user who already has a license for any model-driven app in Dynamics 365 also will be able to access Dynamics
365 Marketing without requiring any additional licenses. All you need to do is assign them the security roles and
privileges 

required to access the Marketing features they need. 

Incorrect: 

* Grant the Dataverse application user the Access Dynamics 365 as organization users permission in Azure AD. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/developer/data-platform/walkthrough-register-app-azure-active-
directory https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/quickstart-register-app
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/admin-users-licenses-roles 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure the fields with the appropriate type. 

Which type should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Lookup 

Fields for the doctor\\'s name and phone number must be displayed in the customer record. 

Lookup: A field that allows setting a reference to a single record of a specific type of entity. 

Box 2: Calculated 

Refill dates for customer prescriptions should be automatically determined and a notification should be sent to the
customer. 

Calculated field: Contains calculations that use fields from the current entity or related parent entities. 

Box 3: Text 

Field data type: Single Line of Text: 

This field can contain up to 4,000 text characters. You can set the maximum length to be less than this. This field has
several format options that will change the presentation of the text. These options are Email, Text, Text Area, URL,
Ticker 

Symbol, and Phone. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/customize/types-of-fields 
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QUESTION 3

You are developing a Power Platform app. 

The app must implement a two-way listener to an on-premises system by using Microsoft Azure Service Bus. You
create an Azure Service Bus namespace and messaging entity. You must add the shared access policies. 

You need to select the permissions for the messaging entity. 

Which two permissions should you use? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. System customizer 

B. Listen 

C. Read 

D. Send 

E. Manage 

Correct Answer: BD 

The messaging entity must have the Send policy permission at a minimum. For a two-way relay, the policy must also
have the Listen permission. Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-
platform/walkthrough-configure-azure-sas-integration 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You are designing a model-driven app for a company\\'s support desk team. 

You must add a button to the app that creates a reminder task. The button must only display to users if a service case is
open for at least seven days. 

You need to define the steps to create the button when App Designer is open. 

In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Edit the command bar. 

Step 2: Add a command button. 

Step 3: Add a data source to the component library 

DataSourceInfo function 

Data sources can provide a wealth of information to optimize the user experience. 

Step 4: Configure a visibility expression.¨ 

You can use Power Fx for both actions (what happens when the command button is selected) as well as visibility (logic
to control when the button is visible). 

Visible 

Defines logic for hiding or showing the button when running the app. 

To define visibility logic select the command. Then select Visibility on the right command properties pane and choose
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Show on condition from formula. You may now select Visible on the left of the formula bar then write a Power Fx
expression 

using the formula bar. 

Step 5: Create a task by using OnSelect expression. 

OnSelect 

Defines the logic that will be executed when the button is selected within the app. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/maker/model-driven-apps/use-command-designer 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/maker/model-driven-apps/commanding-use-powerfx 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You are training a group of makers to use Power Automate. 

You have the following expressions: 

You need to identify what each expression is doing. 

What does each expression do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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